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Creating space for conversation

Saturday 14th November 2.00pm
Join us on Zoom from 1.30pm for friendly chat. Talk starts at 2pm.
2020 AGM follows at 3.30pm. Meeting ID: 875 4573 2357
Passcode: 196789

Click to join this
Zoom event on
14th November

George Jacob Holyoake
The Life of a Great Victorian Humanist
A talk by David Warden, Chairman of Dorset Humanists. George
Holyoake's name is usually associated with the founding of secularism,
but it is widely recognised that his broad concept of secularism, which he
developed in the 1850s a decade before the founding of the National
Secular Society, is almost identical with what we call ‘Humanism’ today.
At the age of twenty-five he spent six months in Gloucester Jail for the
offence of ‘improper levity’ towards God and he spent the rest of his long
life fighting for freedom of speech, freedom of the press, morality
without religion, and the co-operative movement. In his eighties, he
became chairman of the newly formed Rationalist Press Association. At one stage, he was
indirectly involved in a bomb plot to assassinate Napoleon III. Later in life he breakfasted with
William Gladstone, had an audience with 19th US President Rutherford Hayes, met Felix Adler,
founder of the Ethical Societies, and became firm friends with the great American secularist
Robert G. Ingersoll.

Annual General Meeting
An important message from Lyn Glass to our members
At 3.30pm following David’s talk on George Holyoake we will hold a short
Annual General Meeting to get our essential business done this year. We
were very sorry to have to cancel our normal AGM, complimentary lunch
and choir performance back in March owing to the global pandemic!

Lyn Glass, our ViceChair and Saturday
events organiser

If you are a paid-up member of Dorset Humanists then please make
every effort to attend this short AGM online to elect your committee,
approve the 2019 accounts, and approve our proposal for the 2020/21
Winter Appeal. We can’t do this without a quorum. Your vote counts! See
inside for more details about the AGM. Meeting ID: 875 4573 2357
Passcode: 196789 or click the purple button above.

Email: chairman@dorsethumanists.co.uk
Phone: 07910 886629
HMRC Charities Ref No EW10227

Click for
events

Click for
website
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Thursday 3rd December at 7.30pm
Join us on Zoom from 7.00pm for friendly chat. Talk starts at 7.30pm.
Meeting ID: 890 4718 0921 Passcode: 252279

Click to attend
Comets on 3rd
December

Comets in History

A talk by astronomer Bob Mizon MBE FRAS. “A parade of some of the brightest comets of the
last two thousand years”. Attitudes to comets have progressed through history from terror and
superstition to the realisation that they may have delivered to our planet most of the water from
which the oceans, the raindrops and our very bodies are made.
Bob Mizon is a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society and co-ordinator of the Commission for
Dark Skies which aims to turn back the tide of light pollution that has seriously affected our view
of the stars over the last fifty years. This is Bob’s third talk for Dorset Humanists. His previous
talks were “Images of the Unimaginable: The Hubble Space Telescope” and "Is there anybody
out there?" - an investigation into speculation about extra-terrestrial life.

Click to attend Xmas
on 12th December

Saturday 12th December at 2.00pm
Join us on Zoom from 1.30pm for friendly chat. Talk starts at 2pm.

The Deeper History of Christmas
A talk by Andy Thomas
Christmas has a longer and deeper history beyond the reach of
modern cynicism. It is a festival that is hardwired into us.
Festivals once gave important structure to civilisation, and their
diminishment has perhaps diminished us too. Yet, for
Westerners, regardless of religion, Christmas is the one that has
somehow retained its scale and key place in our busy schedules,
continuing to joyfully disrupt normal life once a year. There must
be reasons for this. For all the modern grumbling about the
stresses of the season, the ancients didn’t mark the ascent from
the lowest point of the sun’s annual journey for nothing, and the symbolism of light-in-thedarkness still has currency today. Every little plastic light twinkling amongst the decorations in
essence represents our star, and the return of its warmth in northern climes.
Andy Thomas is the author of Christmas: A Short History from Solstice to Santa (2019)

Barbara Fogg gift
We would like to
record our grateful
thanks that Barbara
Fogg, who died last
month at the age of
104, has left £500 to
Dorset Humanists in
her will.

Pub socials
Our online pub socials
hosted by Dean Robertson
resume on Thursday 5th
November at 7.30pm.
Click Dean’s image on the
night to join. Or input
Meeting ID: 870 2649
2670 Passcode: 190860
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Zion Lights: Why I Left XR
and the Green Party
Zion Lights spoke to us in October about nuclear power and her
(in)famous interview with Andrew Neil which has had two million views.
In 2020, she took up the position of Director of Environmental Progress
UK to campaign for nuclear power. This is a brief report of her talk.
Zion [pronounced ‘zee-on’] introduced her
talk by speaking about growing up in the
environmental movement and how she
absorbed beliefs which are not necessarily
evidence-based: “Be anti-nuclear, be anti-GM
crops, be anti-vaccines”. This began to change
when she had her first daughter and
discovered the scientific literature in support
of vaccination. She then wrote a book about
green parenting from an evidence-based
perspective. It was generally well-received by
the media but in her ‘tribe’ of green parents it
was not well-received and she got a lot of
hate mail. Zion then went back to university
to study for an MA in Science Communication
at the University of the West of England. The
first thing she learned is that most people
don’t care about facts and that you have to
learn to communicate outside of your bubble.
Zion then got involved with Extinction
Rebellion (XR) because they claimed that
their whole approach was based on science
and the 2018 IPCC 1.5° report. She quickly
became a spokesperson. But she got ‘thrown
under a bus’ with the Andrew Neil interview
because she knew that Roger Hallam, one of
the co-founders of XR, had made up the
figure of 6 billion deaths by the end of the
century which was scientifically indefensible.
Zion found herself in the uncomfortable
position of having to defend this on live TV.
XR still backs this figure. It’s so polarised that
if you support 6 billion you get called an
alarmist and if you don’t support 6 billion you
get called a denier.
Michael Schellenberger, author of Apocalypse
Never: Why Environmental Alarmism Hurts Us
All (2020), had written an article in Forbes
calling Zion along with Greta Thunberg
‘climate alarmists’. She contacted him and

told him that she completely agreed with his
TED talk on nuclear power. After a Green
Party meeting at which the topic of nuclear
could not even be discussed she cancelled her
membership.
Zion then became an advocate for nuclear
power and Director of Environmental
Progress UK. In the UK we have 15
operational reactors and 14 of then are due
to be shut down by 2030. We need to build
Sizewell C and Hinkley Point C just to maintain
the capacity that will be lost. Hinkley has
been given the go-ahead but Sizewell has not.
Opposition basically comes down to fear.
People fear vaccines and they fear nuclear.
You can’t just challenge them with facts.
Laughing at people who are worried about
radiation or formaldehyde in vaccines doesn’t
change anyone's mind. We have to build trust
by story-telling and engaging emotions.
We are in a climate emergency and we’ve got
to solve our energy crisis. 73 per cent of our
emissions come from energy and we still get
about 40-60 per cent of our energy from
fossil fuels. Wind and nuclear are now the
safest sources of energy. The energy section
of the IPCC report lays out how to achieve net
zero by 2050: nuclear, renewables, and
carbon capture and storage. Even David
Attenborough doesn’t get it. We won’t
achieve it by renewables alone or by lowering
our personal carbon footprints or by
becoming an eco-fascist state. And we have a
moral obligation to do this to allow some
leeway to developing countries like India.
Click here to watch Zion’s full talk
Click here to read a BBC assessment of
the risks of radiation
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different names which makes it very slippery
and confusing. It’s variously been called
postmodernism, critical theory, cultural
Marxism, intersectionality, and ‘woke’. The
authors mostly refer to it as the Social Justice
movement (capitalised to distinguish it from
social justice more generally).

We need to talk
about ‘woke’
Book review by David Warden
For some years I been mystified by the term
‘identity politics’. I thought it was just a
pejorative term used by the right to disparage
equality and diversity. As a former equality
and diversity trainer for Dorset County
Council (circa 2006) I have always thought
that equality and diversity was a good thing.
But something has happened in the last ten
years or so which has led to curbs on free
speech,
de-platforming
on
university
campuses, cancel culture, and the accusation
that all white people are racist. It’s that last
one which really exploded this summer with
the BLM protests.
This new book by Helen Pluckrose and James
Lindsay explains how we got to where we are
now. The phenomenon they analyse has

In brief, what has happened is this. At some
point in the 1960s the Marxist left grew
disillusioned with the revolutionary potential
of the working class and they started to focus
on social rather than class oppression: men
oppressing women, whites oppressing blacks,
the West oppressing the East, straights
oppressing gays and so on. This is all well and
good when approached in a sensible fashion
to eliminate discrimination against minority
groups. But the Social Justice movement,
according to Pluckrose and Lindsay, has
become a rapidly spreading intolerant religion
which views everything in terms of identitybased oppression. Masculinity is toxic, to be
white is to be complicit in racism, our entire
culture and education need to be
decolonised, all binary oppositions like ‘male
and female’ are oppressive and need to be
dismantled. Perhaps most worrying of all
from a humanist perspective is that science,
reason, empiricism and truth are considered
to be oppressive, white, male, Western
concepts which need to give way to
alternative truths based on ‘lived experience’.
Language is the main vector of oppression
and it needs to be policed obsessively. An
unwoke tweet can lead to a police
investigation for potential hate crime and
reputational annihilation.
The left used to be about helping the working
class to enjoy more of the fruits of capitalism
but class barely features in the new landscape
of Social Justice. White working class men are
written off as ignorant and racist. No wonder
the red wall fell in 2019. In response to Social
Justice warfare Helen Pluckrose and James
Lindsay advocate for tolerant liberalism and
liberal humanism.
Cynical Theories (2020) is published by Swift
Press.
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Letters &
Emails
It’s your column…
From Karen Fogg
It’s good that Humanists can have healthy
arguments. I like the stance you took in your
editorial last month even though it sounds a
little idealistic. For example, ‘The state should
also ensure that faith schools teach values
which are in conformity with good citizenship,
social cohesion, and the wellbeing of children
with regard to conscience, sexuality, and
gender identity’. Of course we'd object much
less to faith schools if that could be ensured.
In fact it means that the ‘faiths’ themselves
need to sign up to such values. Can a state
interfere with freedom of religion to that
extent? No religion that is allergic to LGBT
rights for example is going to have its schools
show much tolerance. So it's almost a circular
argument, though rather than have a slogan
to ban faith schools, it's better to have a more
positive slogan to the effect of allowing faith
schools than can support freedom of identity.
And - separate point - no faith schools to be
publicly subsidised.
From Cathy Silman, retired primary school
teacher
I disagree with the point of view put forward
in the October bulletin’s View from the Chair
who feels that state-funded faith schools
within a pluralistic secular society have a right
to exist provided that their teaching is in line
with mainstream perceived ‘moral values’. He
states that this follows from the ‘right of
parents to choose the kind of education that
shall be given to their children’, Declaration of
Human Right Article 26.3, which he goes on
to argue is a ‘holy writ’ to all Humanists.
Article 26.2, of the same Declaration,
however states that education should
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promote understanding, tolerance and
friendship among…religious groups. My
understanding of this means that parents only
have the right to choose an education for
their children that promotes this article as
well. If we allow the state to fund schools
that teach a religion as being the only truth
and select children primarily on the grounds
of religion we are not generally encouraging
children to develop understanding and
tolerance of different religions. Indeed, the
separation of schools into different religions
in itself can discourage understanding and
definitely friendship. I would question Article
26.3 ever being anything other than an ideal
rather than a possibility for the majority of
the world’s population. I understood
questioning of statements, even the
Declaration of Human Rights, is also a ‘holy
writ’ for Humanists. Furthermore there is the
issue of equality of opportunity which I would
think is also a ‘holy writ’ for all Humanists.
Free and faith schools are presumably
envisaged as enabling this right. However for
them to fit this ideal they would have to allow
all parents to be allowed to choose them for
their children freely without constraints such
as providing a reference from the minister of
the faith of the school or the means to buy a
house in appropriate vicinity. Many parents
genuinely believe that their child will be
better educated in a faith school because of
their academic record. The Education Policy
Institute published report found that
‘disadvantaged pupils are under-represented
at faith schools, while those with high prior
attainment are over-represented’. This
finding may have more to do with high
academic results than does faith teaching.
Perhaps Article 26.3 should read all parents
should be wise enough to choose well from a
wide range of state-funded stimulating broadbased educational establishments that open
minds to the wonderful possibilities of all
sorts of beliefs, both religious and nonreligious.
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2019 Accounts
Our treasurer John Kingston will present formal accounts for member approval at our AGM
on 14th November. These indicative graphs are for illustration purposes only. If you would
like a copy of the formal accounts please email jrd.kingston@gmail.com

Other donations,
£530 , 11%

2019 Main income sources

Course (Science),
£610 , 13%

Event Collections,
£1,979 , 42%

Membership subs,
£1,581 , 34%

Additional Charitable
Donations, £172 , 4%

Delegate costs (travel),
£100 , 2%

2019 Main expenses

Stationery and Stamps,
£186 , 4%
Equipment, £292 , 6%
Room Rental, £1,748 ,
36%

Affiliations (HUK, NSS
etc), £307 , 6%

Supplementary Event
Costs, £432 , 9%

Guest speakers, £589 ,
12%
Publicity (inc new
website), £1,005 , 21%
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Standing for Re-election
These members of the Dorset Humanists Committee have offered to stand for re-election at
our 2020 AGM on 14th November. No further nominations have been received.
David Warden has been Chairman of Dorset Humanists since 2009. He is an
Honorary Member of Humanists UK, a Council Member for the South Central
England Humanists Network, and Assistant Editor of Humanistically Speaking.
David heads our pastoral team and regularly speaks in schools about Humanism.
Lyn Glass is Vice Chair of Dorset Humanists and Saturday Events Speaker Finder.
Lyn's background is in corporate HR. She is a former Chair of Poole Arts Trust
(Lighthouse), and currently board trustee director of BH Live (BIC, Pavilion, and
5 south coast leisure centres).
Cathy Silman is our Secretary, Membership Secretary, and part of our Meet &
Greet and Pastoral teams. Her background is primary school teaching and she
is one of our school speakers and serves on the Dorset Standing Advisory
Council for Religious Education. Cathy has also worked with VSO in Namibia.
John Kingston is our Treasurer and a member of our technical team. John is a
retired IT Project Manager and an active member of the local Labour Party.

Chris Street is our webmaster, a member of our technical team, and was for
many years our Education Officer and Project Lead for our Schools Education
Project. Chris is also President of Atheism UK. He is passionate about science
and is a science and maths tutor.
Ronnie Barr is our Social Media co-ordinator, diversity representative, and Young
Humanists Ambassador for Dorset on behalf of Young Humanists UK. He’s a
Council Member for the South Central England Humanists Network, Assistant
Editor of Humanistically Speaking, and training to be one of our school speakers.

Susan Bryson is a member of our Meet & Greet and Pastoral teams. Her first
career was in fashion and then subsequently in the care and settlement of
offenders, with a particular focus on the effects of imprisonment on the children
of offenders. She trained as a psychotherapist specialising in sexual trauma.
Dean Robertson hosts our pub social nights and he is a member of our technical
team. Dean is an independent financial adviser and is interested in early
Christianity and how people form their beliefs. One of his claims to fame is
meeting the famous Christian apologist William Lane Craig.
Simon Whipple is the main inspiration behind the Dorset Humanists Choir aka
Hawkridge Singers. Simon was a junior officer in the Army, serving in the
Falklands, after which he became a solicitor specialising in Social Welfare Law.
His legal expertise has proved invaluable.
Phil Butcher co-ordinates our walks and short talks programme and he is a
member of our technical team. Phil worked for over 40 years in the nuclear
industry, mostly in the field of safety assessment, and for 13 years in Russia and
Eastern Europe. He plays sax and sings in our choir.
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Aims & Achievements
Dorset Humanists has five main aims. We have achieved so much this year, despite the
Covid lockdown!
Aim 1
Promote awareness
and understanding
of Humanism

Aim 2
Help make the
world a better place

In the year to March 2020 our schools team made 47 school visits
including faith schools and we introduced 4,350 children to
Humanism including 350 cub scouts at Butcher’s Coppice. Greg
Atkins was our most prolific visitor and we made him ‘Humanist of
the Year’ 2020. Our monthly bulletin is emailed to nearly 800 people
reaching places as far afield as Northern Ireland and Canada. We
have participated in the launch of Humanistically Speaking which is
mailed to 2,000 people across the south. We had a major Darwin Day
hit at Bournemouth University with special guest speaker Robin Ince.
Dan Dancey built a new website for us and Ronnie Barr maintains our
social media profile. 271 people have subscribed to our YouTube
channel and our most popular talk ever has had 56,000 views (Alex
O’Connor: The Good Delusion).
We gave £1090 to the End of Life Volunteers Team at Royal
Bournemouth Hospital through our Jane Bannister Winter Appeal.
Our pastoral team has supported a number of our members with at
least 25 hours of online support plus telephone support. We’ve
hosted 50 online social events to help combat isolation. Last year
we promised to have more talks about the environment and we
delivered on this promise with 4 talks of environmental interest.

Aim 3
Promote a secular
society

We continue to be an associate group member of the National
Secular Society and we hosted talks on secularism by Alastair
Lichten, NSS Head of Education, and Andrew Copson, Chief Executive
of Humanists UK. We continue to speak at the Bournemouth
Remembrance Service and Holocaust Remembrance Day.

Aim 4
Promote public
understanding of
science

We hosted a talk on Covid-19 by virologist Professor Greg Atkins, a
talk on the state of the planet by Emeritus Professor Norman
Maclean, and a general talk on science by Emeritus Professor Peter
Atkins. Last year five of our members hosted a popular science
course.

Aim 5
Be a supportive
partner to the BHA
and other groups

We continue to be a supportive Partner of Humanists UK. Our
pioneering One Life course was adapted by Chester Humanists and
has now been officially adopted by Humanists UK and is being rolled
out nationally. We take an active part in humanist conferences and
we participate on the Council of the South Central England
Humanists Network. David Warden gave talks to Reading Humanists
and Brighton Humanists.

If you like what we do, please show your support and solidarity by becoming a
member for an incredible £15 a year. 180 of you already have – thank you!
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Our Pastoral Team & Winter Appeal
Dorset Humanists aims to be a caring community. We are aware that many people struggle
with loneliness, depression, and other difficulties. Whilst we do not have the resources to
solve all of these problems, there are some things we can do, even in these difficult times.
We had a fantastic response to our call for volunteers to help at the outbreak of the
pandemic. Thankfully, most of our members seem to have coped quite well with help from
family, neighbours and friends. To those of you who helped out, and continue to do so,
thank you!
Sometimes, people need someone to talk to about a particular problem. Whilst we do not
offer a formal counselling service via Dorset Humanists, we do have qualified counsellors
on the team who can be contacted for a confidential chat or more if needed. We may also
be able to offer help with practical things like getting a lift to a event or recommending a
humanist celebrant.
Our pastoral care team members are:
David Warden – Chairman of Dorset Humanists and a qualified therapeutic
counsellor. Email: chairman@dorsethumanists.co.uk Mobile: 07910 886629

Cathy Silman ‒ Secretary of Dorset Humanists and a Citizens’ Advice
Bureaux advisor. Tel: 07817 695615
Susan Bryson ‒ A member of Dorset Humanists committee and an
experienced therapeutic counsellor. Tel: 079802 776234

Richard Jones Dip BSc Msc – a practising Gestalt and integrative
counsellor/psychotherapist who is studying for his Level 7 clinical
supervision qualification. Richard specialises in counselling for the
LGBT plus community and working with clients with Autism and on the
'spectrum', Email: jones.rich693@gmail.com Mobile: 07434 770963

Winter Appeal Proposal – How You
Can Help
Occasionally, we become aware of members in financial difficulties who need immediate
help. We do not want to put our pastoral team in the position of feeling they have to dip
into their own pockets and so we are proposing to use this year’s Winter Appeal to set up a
Hardship Fund. A brief description of how the scheme will work is provided on the next
page. A detailed scheme draft is available on request. We will invite members to vote on
this proposal at our AGM on 14th November.
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Hardship Scheme Proposal
We will invite members to vote on two proposals at our AGM on 14th November:
1. Agree to set up a Dorset Humanists Hardship Scheme for members as outlined below
subject to any minor changes or amendments at the discretion of the committee.
2. Agree to fund this via the Winter Appeal 2020.
Rationale
Occasionally, our pastoral team becomes aware of members in financial difficulties who need
immediate help. We do not want to put our pastoral team in the position of feeling pressured
to dip into their own pockets and so we are proposing to use this year’s Winter Appeal to set
up a Hardship Scheme for our own members.
Process in brief
If a paid-up member of Dorset Humanists feels that they have a need which could be met or
partially met by a grant from this scheme they should contact a member of the pastoral team
for an informal and confidential discussion. Typically, the recipient will be unwaged or on a
very low wage with no savings for a ‘rainy day’. The pastoral team will not undertake a
detailed financial assessment. The merits of the case will be based on discussion with, and a
presumption of trust in, the member concerned. All communications will be treated in the
strictest confidence with the exception that details will be shared with the pastoral team plus a
member of the committee (the whole committee may also be involved in the decision-making
process but the committee itself is also bound by confidentiality). A decision will be made
based on circumstances and need and payment made as soon as possible. Any disagreements
or complaints will be addressed by the whole committee.
Notes
1. The scheme will only make grants, not loans.
2. Grants may only be made to established members of Dorset Humanists.
3. The pastoral team may also offer signposting to other agencies and charities which may
help.
4. The pastoral team will not offer any advice which could be interpreted as ‘giving financial
advice’.
5. Grants may be made for a variety of purposes such as a specific item of furniture, repair to
an essential piece of equipment, or a stopgap grant to alleviate Universal Credit delay.
These examples are illustrative, not exhaustive.
6. If a member needs help with utility bills Cathy Silman will investigate to see whether they
can get help elsewhere.
7. Normally a direct payment will be made for the item or service required rather than
payment into a bank account which could be in overdraft.
8. Care will be taken to avoid making a payment which would place the beneficiary in a
situation where they become disqualified from claiming a means tested benefit.
A full scheme draft is available on request. Email: chairman@dorsethumanists.co.uk

View from the Chair
David Warden
Chairman of Dorset Humanists

I

n The Coddling of the American Mind (2018) Jonathan Haidt and Greg Lukianoff write
that ‘the human mind is prepared for tribalism… human evolution is the story of
groups competing with other groups… Tribalism is our evolutionary endowment
for banding together to prepare for intergroup conflict. When the “tribe switch” is
activated, we bind ourselves more tightly to the group, we embrace and defend the
group’s moral matrix, and we stop thinking for ourselves… In tribal mode we seem to
go blind to arguments and information that challenge our team’s narrative. Merging
with the group in this way is deeply pleasurable’. Haidt and Lukianoff note that
identity politics on both the left and the right activates this ‘tribe switch’ by dividing
humanity into oppressor and victim categories such as race, gender, and political
beliefs. One of the effects of this is that the current crop of white male politicians on the
right (and their ‘collaborators’ of whatever sex or ethnicity) are openly reviled for these
intersectional characteristics and nothing they do or say can be assessed in any way
other than through the prism of hatred. This situation is bad for democracy. In an
interview with the Australian politician John Anderson, Haidt said that he sees right
and left in terms of ‘yin and yang’ – complementarities which are needed to keep the
economy and society functioning. But since 2016 we have entered a situation in which
right and left view themselves as enemies engaged in a zero-sum game. The collapse of
the Liberal Democrats is one sign that the middle ground has been vacated.
What can humanist values offer in this situation? Haidt and Lukianoff note that Martin
Luther King Jr employed a strategy which they refer to as common-humanity identity
politics as opposed to common-enemy identity politics. Instead of shaming and demonising
his opponents, King humanised them and appealed to the lofty moral ideals encoded in
the American Constitution. Common humanity is undoubtedly a humanist value. In his
interview with Anderson, Haidt also recommended making the effort to understand
viewpoints other than your own. He did this when he was writing The Righteous Mind
(2012) which enabled him to understand the deep evolutionary differences between
values on the left and values on the right. In a related way, for one of our short talks in
2017, I presented ‘the philosophy of conservativism’ based on the works of the late and
widely reviled philosopher Roger Scruton. I’ve been a social democrat since the early
1980s but it was instructive and useful to understand the case for classic Burkean
conservatism as a counterweight to the ultra-liberal and market fundamentalist variety
which has held sway for far too long.
If we’re going to save democracy we’re going to have to do a lot more of this deep
listening and ‘common humanity’ thinking. Haidt and Lukianoff are optimistic that the
tide will turn.

